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Basic EPrints factsBasic EPrints facts

�� Free open source softwareFree open source software
�� Written by and supported by Written by and supported by University of University of 

SouthamptonSouthampton (URLs at end)(URLs at end)
�� EPrints ServicesEPrints Services provides commercial services provides commercial services 

as needed.as needed.
�� FirstFirst of the major of the major softwaressoftwares to be developedto be developed
�� Largely written in Largely written in perlperl, uses , uses mySQLmySQL database, database, 

both both free open sourcefree open source
�� Easy installationEasy installation , , easy brandingeasy branding , , 

easy customizationeasy customization , , high reliabilityhigh reliability
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Reviews of v3Reviews of v3

�� ‘‘A significant milestone in the journey A significant milestone in the journey 
towards the ideal repository software.towards the ideal repository software.’’

Peter Millington and William Nixon (2007) Peter Millington and William Nixon (2007) AriadneAriadne Issue 50.Issue 50.
http://www.ariadne.ac.uk/issue50/eprintshttp://www.ariadne.ac.uk/issue50/eprints--v3v3--rpt/rpt/

�� ‘‘EPrints [is] the best candidate for a selfEPrints [is] the best candidate for a self--
configuring solution for institutions wanting configuring solution for institutions wanting 
to set up and host their own repository.to set up and host their own repository.’’

Technical Evaluation of Selected Repository SolutionsTechnical Evaluation of Selected Repository Solutions
https://eduforge.org/docman/view.php/131/1062/Repository%20Evaluhttps://eduforge.org/docman/view.php/131/1062/Repository%20Evaluation%20Document.pdfation%20Document.pdf



RQF InteroperabilityRQF Interoperability

�� EPrints has EPrints has many years experiencemany years experience interacting interacting 
with the similar UK with the similar UK Research Assessment Research Assessment 
ExerciseExercise (RAE).(RAE).

�� DESTDEST has investigated EPrints interaction has investigated EPrints interaction 
capability and given it a tick. A few minor capability and given it a tick. A few minor modsmods
need to be made (eg special access for need to be made (eg special access for 
reviewers) as with all software.reviewers) as with all software.

�� Complies with Complies with ARCARC and and NH&MRCNH&MRC requirementsrequirements
�� EPrints can provide CVs for researchers, web EPrints can provide CVs for researchers, web 

presence, as well as useful RQF datasets. See presence, as well as useful RQF datasets. See 
http://irra.eprints.org/http://irra.eprints.org/ and and 
http://eprints.utas.edu.au/view/authors/http://eprints.utas.edu.au/view/authors/. . 



Leader in repository Leader in repository 

featuresfeatures
�� EPrints has not stood still. It continues to EPrints has not stood still. It continues to evolve evolve 

and be developedand be developed ..
�� EPrints has a record of EPrints has a record of cuttingcutting --edge edge 

innovationsinnovations and leading the open access and leading the open access 
repository software offerings.repository software offerings.

�� Current version of EPrints (Current version of EPrints (v3v3) announced in ) announced in 
January 2007, and sets high standards which January 2007, and sets high standards which 
will be followed in due course by other software.will be followed in due course by other software.

�� EPrints is designed for EPrints is designed for open access open access 
repositoriesrepositories . It does not encompass all possible . It does not encompass all possible 
applications for digital repositories. applications for digital repositories. 



New features 2New features 2

�� EPrints can feed PhD theses from the repository EPrints can feed PhD theses from the repository 
direct to Australasian Digital Theses (direct to Australasian Digital Theses (ADTADT), and ), and 
has been doing so for several years at has been doing so for several years at 
Melbourne, Tasmania and James Cook. No Melbourne, Tasmania and James Cook. No 
other software offers this convenience. other software offers this convenience. 

�� EPrints offers a EPrints offers a Request EprintRequest Eprint button (ID/OA) button (ID/OA) 
for restricted items, which automatically sends for restricted items, which automatically sends 
an email from the viewer to the author. If the an email from the viewer to the author. If the 
author chooses to email a copy (two clicks), it is author chooses to email a copy (two clicks), it is 
legally covered under normal legally covered under normal ‘‘fair usefair use’’..



User satisfactionUser satisfaction

�� UserUser --oriented statisticsoriented statistics on downloads started on downloads started 
on EPrints. DSpace copied EPrintson EPrints. DSpace copied EPrints’’
implementations, and Fez has too. Others have implementations, and Fez has too. Others have 
yet to catch up.yet to catch up.

�� For an For an exampleexample , see , see 
http://dlist.sir.arizona.edu/es/index.php?action=shttp://dlist.sir.arizona.edu/es/index.php?action=s
how_detail_date;range=4whow_detail_date;range=4w. This type of . This type of 
information greatly motivates researchers.information greatly motivates researchers.

�� The EPrints team in conjunction with UTas is The EPrints team in conjunction with UTas is 
working on interoperable repository statistics, so working on interoperable repository statistics, so 
data can be data can be federated across repositoriesfederated across repositories ..



Sample screen dumpSample screen dump



Open AccessOpen Access

�� EPrints is EPrints is optimized for Google harvestingoptimized for Google harvesting , , 
especially especially Google ScholarGoogle Scholar , thus providing , thus providing 
greater visibility for your research documents, and greater visibility for your research documents, and 
more citations.more citations.

�� When depositing an article, you can set the date When depositing an article, you can set the date 
when an embargo expires and the article when an embargo expires and the article 
automatically becomes automatically becomes publicly accessiblepublicly accessible then.then.

�� EPrints offers the EPrints offers the ID/OA buttonID/OA button feature: Buttons feature: Buttons 
to allow enquirers of an embargoed article to ask to allow enquirers of an embargoed article to ask 
the author under fair use copyright for a copy.the author under fair use copyright for a copy.



Sample capturesSample captures



Advanced technologyAdvanced technology

�� EPrints offers EPrints offers plugplug --in technologyin technology for for 
easier customization, import and export easier customization, import and export 
facilities, and userfacilities, and user--developed extensions.developed extensions.

�� ExportExport of data in standard XML formats is of data in standard XML formats is 
standard (eg standard (eg BibTexBibTex, Dublin Core), as is , Dublin Core), as is 
importimport from many sources (eg from many sources (eg PubMedPubMed), ), 
especially complying with the standard.especially complying with the standard.

�� History moduleHistory module and support for and support for 
preservation data exportpreservation data export ..



UploadUpload

�� The EPrints upload interface has been The EPrints upload interface has been 
optimized following a professional optimized following a professional 
consultantconsultant’’s s usability studyusability study ..

�� The result is a The result is a fast, easy uploadfast, easy upload facility facility 
that researchers and office staff can cope that researchers and office staff can cope 
with. Training is minimal. The time taken is with. Training is minimal. The time taken is 
extremely low (<5 minutes).extremely low (<5 minutes).

�� Try itTry it on on http://demoprints3.eprints.orghttp://demoprints3.eprints.org



Demoprints3Demoprints3



Upload 2Upload 2

�� CustomizeCustomize the upload features to improve the upload features to improve 
integrity and use builtintegrity and use built--in integrity:in integrity:

�� EPrints offers EPrints offers autoauto --completecomplete of of 
previously entered values.previously entered values.

�� Authority filesAuthority files can be created for authors, can be created for authors, 
departments, etc.departments, etc.

�� AutoAuto--complete complete journal titles, ISSN, journal titles, ISSN, 
publisherpublisher from ROMEO databasefrom ROMEO database



WebmastersWebmasters

�� Provides Provides RSS feedsRSS feeds and and email alertsemail alerts
�� Works with Works with Web Services 2.0Web Services 2.0 for for 

additional functionalityadditional functionality

�� AutoAuto--generate generate CVsCVs , publications lists, etc, publications lists, etc

�� Works with Works with bibliography management bibliography management 
softwaresoftware

�� High reliabilityHigh reliability andand low downtimelow downtime
�� Easy brandingEasy branding andand customizationcustomization



Future features Future features -- ManagementManagement

�� User interface control panelsUser interface control panels for all repository for all repository 
configurations that are currently performed by configurations that are currently performed by 
editing configuration filesediting configuration files

�� Skins managerSkins manager for brandingfor branding
�� Browse ViewBrowse View and and Bespoke Search editorsBespoke Search editors
�� PluginPlugin ManagerManager to control nonto control non --core softwarecore software
�� Calendar viewCalendar view : : calendar screen to track all embargo calendar screen to track all embargo 

and license expirationsand license expirations
�� Monitoring and Monitoring and VisualisationVisualisation of all of all deposit and deposit and 

editorial activityeditorial activity to track backlogs and actively to track backlogs and actively 
manage performancemanage performance



Future features Future features -- OtherOther

�� Process WorkflowProcess Workflow to manage the various to manage the various 
sequences of actions that an eprint can undergo sequences of actions that an eprint can undergo 
from creation to final deposit (and beyond). from creation to final deposit (and beyond). 
�� collaborative authoring, problem management, collaborative authoring, problem management, 

refereeing, copyright clearance, security clearance, refereeing, copyright clearance, security clearance, 
IPR checking, metadata quality checks, eIPR checking, metadata quality checks, e--journal and journal and 
conference workflows.conference workflows.

�� EPrints currently allows, but does not manage, EPrints currently allows, but does not manage, 
process workflows.process workflows.
�� workflow editorworkflow editor to construct to construct ‘‘namednamed’’ workflowsworkflows



Future features Future features -- MiscMisc

�� Virtual CollectionsVirtual Collections : an individual eprint may represent a : an individual eprint may represent a 
collection of other eprint itemscollection of other eprint items
�� image collections, workshop proceedings image collections, workshop proceedings 

�� Interoperable StatisticsInteroperable Statistics
�� monitor use of individual monitor use of individual eprintseprints, eprint collections , eprint collections 

(per user, per research group, per community) or (per user, per research group, per community) or 
whole repository whole repository 

�� Web Services interfaceWeb Services interface
�� currently in beta, awaiting debugging of the .NET currently in beta, awaiting debugging of the .NET 

SOAP interface.SOAP interface.
�� Integration with ResearcherIntegration with Researcher ’’s Desktops Desktop

�� repository is just another Network Place.repository is just another Network Place.



‘‘Time to Be LiveTime to Be Live’’

�� RQFRQF: : AllAll universities must have a repository by universities must have a repository by 
year end 2007.year end 2007.

�� InterpretInterpret : the repository should be live by : the repository should be live by 
July/August to allow for populating the resource July/August to allow for populating the resource 
over the next six months and developing over the next six months and developing 
portfolios.portfolios.

�� ConsequenceConsequence : How can you get a repository : How can you get a repository 
running by running by 31 July31 July ??

�� FundingFunding : Reasonable expenditure : Reasonable expenditure 
retrospectively claimable from ASHER grants.retrospectively claimable from ASHER grants.



CommunityCommunity

�� Belong to an Belong to an international communityinternational community of of 
EPrints users (222 repositories at current count, EPrints users (222 repositories at current count, 
26% of all globally).26% of all globally).

�� Use Use Australian resourcesAustralian resources such as such as 
�� ozeprints (mailing list)ozeprints (mailing list)
�� AuseAccess (wiki)AuseAccess (wiki)
�� AuseSearchAuseSearch (federated Google search)(federated Google search)

�� Get direct support from Get direct support from other EPrints usersother EPrints users . . 
For example UTas has interacted with For example UTas has interacted with 
Melbourne and QUT, and assisted Otago (NZ) Melbourne and QUT, and assisted Otago (NZ) 
and James Cook to get operational. Advice from and James Cook to get operational. Advice from 
peers is free and readily given.peers is free and readily given.



‘‘EPrints ServicesEPrints Services’’

�� Commercial basis for servicesCommercial basis for services
�� Installation $A20,000; recurrent $A3550 paInstallation $A20,000; recurrent $A3550 pa
�� Installation Installation andand customization $A29,000; customization $A29,000; 

recurrent $A5350 parecurrent $A5350 pa
�� Shared Shared consortialconsortial solutions, see for example the solutions, see for example the 

White Rose Consortium (POA) at White Rose Consortium (POA) at 
http://eprints.whiterose.ac.uk/http://eprints.whiterose.ac.uk/

�� Fully outsourced solutions Fully outsourced solutions –– $A64,000; recurrent $A64,000; recurrent 
$A11,300 pa. $A11,300 pa. ‘‘No worriesNo worries’’

�� Prices valid for two months from 4 May 2007Prices valid for two months from 4 May 2007



ContactsContacts

�� This presentation  with all links is This presentation  with all links is 
available at available at 
http://eprints.utas.edu.au/935/http://eprints.utas.edu.au/935/ . . 

�� Presenter: Arthur Sale, email Presenter: Arthur Sale, email 
Arthur.Sale@utas.edu.auArthur.Sale@utas.edu.au

�� Southampton EPrints queries: Les Carr Southampton EPrints queries: Les Carr 
lac@ecs.soton.ac.uklac@ecs.soton.ac.uk

�� EPrints Website and download: EPrints Website and download: 
http://www.eprints.org/http://www.eprints.org/



Australian EPrints sitesAustralian EPrints sites

�� Tasmania Tasmania http://eprints.utas.edu.au/http://eprints.utas.edu.au/

�� Melbourne Melbourne http://http://eprints.unimelb.edu.aueprints.unimelb.edu.au//

�� QUT QUT http://eprints.qut.edu.au/http://eprints.qut.edu.au/

�� USQ USQ http://eprints.usq.edu.au/http://eprints.usq.edu.au/

�� Curtin Curtin http://espace.lis.curtin.edu.au/http://espace.lis.curtin.edu.au/

�� Victoria U Victoria U http://eprints.vu.edu.au/http://eprints.vu.edu.au/

�� James Cook James Cook http://eprints.jcu.edu.au/http://eprints.jcu.edu.au/



Resources 1Resources 1

Interesting sample EPrints repositoriesInteresting sample EPrints repositories

�� dLISTdLIST USA USA http://dlist.sir.arizona.edu/http://dlist.sir.arizona.edu/

�� Otago NZ Otago NZ http://eprints.otago.ac.nz/http://eprints.otago.ac.nz/

�� Southampton UK Southampton UK http://eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/http://eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/

�� CardronaCardrona Repository (a local community) Repository (a local community) 
http://cardrona.eprints.otago.ac.nz/http://cardrona.eprints.otago.ac.nz/

�� Serpent Project (marine image database, search Serpent Project (marine image database, search 
for for ‘‘piglet squidpiglet squid’’) ) http://http://serpent.eprints.orgserpent.eprints.org//

�� Crystallography Crystallography http://ebank.eprints.org/144/http://ebank.eprints.org/144/. . 



Resources 2Resources 2

�� AuseAccess wiki AuseAccess wiki 
http://http://leven.comp.utas.edu.auleven.comp.utas.edu.au/AuseAccess//AuseAccess/

�� AuseSearchAuseSearch (federated search on all (federated search on all 
existing Australian & NZ repositories) existing Australian & NZ repositories) 
http://www.utas.edu.au/copyright/eprints/sehttp://www.utas.edu.au/copyright/eprints/se
arch.htmlarch.html

�� ARROW Discovery Service (federated ARROW Discovery Service (federated 
search on a subset of Australian search on a subset of Australian 
repositories) repositories) 
http://search.arrow.edu.au/apps/ArrowUI/http://search.arrow.edu.au/apps/ArrowUI/



The EndThe End


